Let (X, x) be a numerically Gorenstein elliptic singularity with C*-action and n: (X, A) -► (X, x) the minimal good resolution. Assume that the central curve of n is an elliptic curve. We will determine the configuration of the w.d. graph (weighted dual graph) of A and obtain a condition for (X, x) to be a maximally elliptic singularity in the sense of Yau.
Introduction
Let {X, x) be a normal surface singularity and it: {X, A) -> {X, x) a resolution, where A = it~l{x). For definitions and details of the following, please refer to [1] or [8] : Z (resp. K) the fundamental (resp. canonical) cycle on A, pg{X, x) (resp. pa{X, x)) the geometric (resp. arithmetic) genus. If pa{X, x) = 1, we call {X, x) an elliptic singularity. If K is an integral coefficient divisor, we say that {X, x) is numerically Gorenstein.
For any elliptic singularity, Yau [8] introduced the notion of the elliptic sequence. Also, for numerically Gorenstein elliptic singularities, he gave the definition of maximally elliptic singularities. Further, in [7] , he found the condition for {X, x) to be maximally elliptic and gave the following definition. Definition 1.1 [7, Definition 3.1] . Let it be the minimal good resolution. If the minimally elliptic cycle £ is a nonsingular elliptic curve, we say that {X, x) is a quasi-simple elliptic singularity. Theorem 1.2. Let {X, x) be a quasi-simple elliptic singularity with star-shaped dual graph and it: {X, A) -► {X, x) the minimal good resolution. Assume that {X, x) is not a simple elliptic singularity.
(i) {X, x) is numerically Gorenstein if and only if the w.d. graph of A has the form . .
where b\, ... ,bn>2, -E2 = the number of branches {= n), the lengths of all branches are equal (=t> 1), and O = (j) ■
(ii) Let {X, x) be a numerically Gorenstein singularity with C* -action. Then we have:
(ii-a) {X, x) is Gorenstein if and only if tR ~ / ]T"=1 P,;
(ii-b) {X, x) is a maximally elliptic singularity if and only if R ~ Y11=\ Pi > where c?{R) is the conormal sheaf of E in X, P,= E n /!,-, i {i -\, ... , n), and "~ " means two divisors are linearly equivalent on E.
(iii) Let {X, x) be a maximally elliptic singularity with C* -action whose w.d. graph is given as in (i). Then the embdim(Z, x) (= embedding dimension of (*,x)) = max(3, -Z2), where -Z2 = Y,"=l(b'~ 1) • Yau [7, Theorem 2.4] had obtained a fine condition for numerically Gorenstein elliptic singularities to be maximally elliptic. We can prove (ii-b) directly from his result. However, we give a different proof for it by using results about surface singularities with C*-action. For (iii), we also give a minimal generator system of the affine graded ring of {X, x) in terms of the elliptic functions on E. On the other hand, for every numerically Gorenstein elliptic singularity with C-action whose central curve is P1 , Tomari [4] had already proved that it is always a maximally elliptic singularity.
Before we prove Theorem 1.2, we prepare a fact. Let A be the exceptional set of a resolution of a normal surface singularity. For a cycle D on A , x{D) is given by -\{D2 + K~D) (see [8, p. 272] ), where K~ is the canonical divisor on X. Let Z be the fundamental cycle on A . Assume 0 < D < Z . Then, in the same way as in Laufer's computation sequence, we can choose a sequence of cycles Z0 = D, Z\ = Zn + -4,-,,... , Z/ = Z such that ZiAi+\ > 0 for any /'. Then, by the adjunction formula on algebraic curves, we have x(Z,+ i) = X{Zt + AM) = x(Zt) + X{A.) -ZiAM = x{Zi) + 1 -gM -Z<AM < X{Zt) for any i, where gi+\ is the genus of Ai+X . Hence we have
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section, for a real number a, we put [a] := max{n e Z|« < a} and {a} := min{n e Z|« > a}.
(i) Suppose that {X, x) is numerically Gorenstein. Let 5 be the number of the branches that contain an irreducible component whose intersection number is greater than two. Then the w.d. graph of A is given as 
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(ii-b) Suppose that {X, x) is a maximally elliptic singularity. Let {Z, ZBl, ... , ZB, -E} be the elliptic sequence of {X, x). From the definition of maximally elliptic singularities, {XB,, x) is a maximally elliptic singularity for any i and is Gorenstein from Theorem 3.11 in [8] . Let us consider {Xb,_,, x). Then the w.d. graph is given by where c, = 2 (resp. c, = ft,-) if ? > 1 (resp. t = 1) for any j. From (ii-a),
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use TADASHITOMARU Conversely we assume that R ~ 2D?=i Pi ■ From Theorem 5.7 in [2] , pg{X, x) is given by ££=" dimc H\E, <?(/)<*>)), where Therefore, by using the Riemann-Roch Theorem for algebraic curves we can easily check that pg{X, x) = t + 1 = the length of the elliptic sequence of (X,x).
(iii) From Theorem 5.1 in [2] , the affine graded ring of {X, x) is given by where dj = tbj -t + 1, e, = b,■ -1 , and P, = E D Aj.
First we consider the case of n -1 . _/?* is generated by {t, fku^d'k/e'^\k -2,3,...}, where fk is a meromorphic function on is which has a pole only at P\ and the order is k. The semigroup H associated to Pi is {2,3,...}. Let /={fceH|{^}<{^} + {^;^}forany/eHvvithO</<fc} = {fceH|{^}<{^} + {^r}forany/with2£/<fc} = {2,3,...,6,-1}.
We can easily check that if b\ > 4, {?, /fcM^'*/<?|}|/c e 7} is a minimal generator system of Rx . Then emb dim(X, x) is b\ -1 . If b\ = 2 or 3, then it is easy to check that emb dim(^T, x) is 3.
Next we consider the case n > 2 and emb dim(X, x) > 4. Let / be a meromorphic function on E which has poles only at two points P\ and P, and whose order is one {i = 2, ... , n). Let fiyk be a meromorphic function on E which has a pole only at P\ and the order is k {i = 1, ... , n and k = 2,3,...). From a similar consideration as above we can see that the elements of the following set constitutes a minimal generator system of Rx : {t, fu'+l\2 <i<n}u {/,/tw{<We/}|l < * < " and 2 < k < b,,-1}.
Hence embdim(X, x) = max(3, £"=i(*< -1)). □ Example 2.1. (i) Let {Y, y) = {(x, y, z) e C3|x2 + y6 + z6m+9 = 0}. Let G be the Veronese group of order 4 for {Y, y) (see [5] ). Namely, G is a cyclic group generated by and pg{X, x) -m+2 (see [5] ). Then {X, x) is a maximally elliptic singularity of emb dim = 4. Hence {X, x) is Gorenstein and codim = 2, so it is a complete intersection from Serre's result in [3] .
(ii) Let (Y, y) = {(x, y, z) e C3|x3 + y6 + z9 = 0} , and let {X, x) be the 7th Veronese quotient of {X, x). Then the w.d. graph associated to {X, x) is given by and pg{X, x) = 2. Then this is a maximally elliptic singularity of emb dim = 9.
